We formalize concepts such as generalized party and generalized local operation, and consider all possible entanglements possessed by a multiparticle state. It is pointed out that local operations and classical communication is a fixed point under any partition. Some general propositions are obtained as consequences of the principle that the entanglement among all the particles is not increased by local operations and classical communication as defined for all these particles. Then generalizations of entanglement measures are proposed. We note that for more than two parties, all kinds of GHZ-like states do not furnish a reversible entanglement generating set under local operations and classical communication. Our discussion indicates that a so-called true N -particle entanglement in a N -particle state is just an entanglement involving all the N particles, for any partition.
reversible process, leading to a negative answer to the first question above for any N > 2.
To the second question, Wu and Zhang obtained a negative answer for the case of pure state of N = 4 [13] .
In this paper, we consider all possible kinds of entanglement, simply called entanglements [14] , in a given multiparticle state. This is done by associating an entanglement with each set of at least two sets of particles. We formalize some notions in connection with the idea of partition of a multiparticle system, some use of which has been made previously [10, 12] . The notion of LOCC is generalized to the so-called generalized LOCC (GLOCC). It is noted that LOCC is a special case of any GLOCC, i.e. a fixed point under any partition. We stress that in formulating the LOCC non-increasing principle for an arbitrary number of particles, LOCC and entanglement should be those among all these particles. It is then used to derive some general conclusions, including the negative answers to both questions above for any N > 2 in general cases. Afterwards, measures of multiparticle entanglement are suggested as generalizations of the entanglement of distillation and of relative entropy of entanglement. If one uses the latter measure, the result in [12] indicates that on average each entanglement in a multiparticle pure state is respectively conserved in a reversible LOCC process. This gives stronger support for the two negative answers above.
We find that the so-called true N-particle entanglement in a N-particle state [12] is just an entanglement involving all the N particles, for any partition. For a N-particle state, we generalize the notions of local operation and LOCC to the so-called generalized local operation and generalized LOCC. A generalized local operation is an operation on a proper subset of local parties, which we call a generalized party. So each generalized party may hold more than one particle of a multiparticle state. In other words, a multiparticle system is partitioned to several non-overlapping parts or subsystems.
Each part or subsystem is held by a generalized party, who is free to do any generalized local operation on this subsystem and communicate the result to other generalized parties.
Just like that LOCC of single particles in a two-particle state reveals information on the two-particle entanglement, GLOCC of a set of parts in a multiparticle system gives a piece of information on the entanglements possessed by the given multiparticle state. Consideration of all different sets of parts reveals all the information on the entanglements possessed.
Consider N particles, denoted as (1 · · · N), where each number represents a particle.
These particles can be partitioned to m subsystems or parts, with 2 ≤ m ≤ N, denoted as
, where i j means the j − th particle in the i − th part,
different partitions. N-particle state can then be viewed as a m-part state, with each part residing in a Hilbert space whose dimension is determined by the number of particles in it.
With each particle being a qubit, the i-th part lives in a 2 n i -dimensional Hilbert space. It is straightforward to have the following propositions.
Proposition 1--A generalized local operation involving a set of local parties does not change the density matrix of any other generalized party, which does not include any local party involved in this generalized local operation.
Proposition 2--GLOCC among a set of generalized parties do not change the density matrix of any other generalized party, which does not include any local party involved in this GLOCC.
Proposition 3--LOCC is a special case of GLOCC with respect to any partition.
Proposition 4--Entropy of a subsystem is not only LOCC non-increasing, but also nonincreasing under GLOCC with respect to any partition in which one of the generalized party is this subsystem.
Two extreme cases of partition are: (i) each local party is a generalized party, consequently GLOCC reduces to LOCC. (ii) bi-partition, i.e. N particles in a N-particle state are partitioned to two parts, each held by a generalized party. There are 2
partitions. For each bi-partition of a pure state, there is a Schmidt decomposition between the two parts, and the entropy of either part measures the bi-partite entanglement between the two subsystems. The state can be transformed, in a reversible way, to a state with maximal entanglement between these two parts by GLOCC between them. M copies of an arbitrary N-particle pure state can be transformed, by using GLOCC between parts (1 · · · n) and (n + 1 · · · N), to MS(1 · · · n) copies of maximally entangled state between (1 · · · n) and (n + 1 · · · N), where S(1 · · · n) represents the entropy of the subsystem (1 · · · n). Obviously the entropy of a subsystem is equal to that of the complementary subsystem, which is composed of all the other particles in the total system. So each of the 2 N −1 −1 entropies measures a different bi-partite entanglement possessed by the N-particle pure state.
Let us maximally consider all possible entanglements in a multiparticle state by associating an entanglement with each different set of at least two sets of particles. So the total number is
where P (n, m) is as given in Eq. (1). On the other hand, for a given partition of a given N-particle state, one may classify the entanglements to that among all the different parts, and those within each part which contains more than one, but less than N, particles. Consideration of all different partitions exhausts all entanglements in the given state (it does not matter that a same entanglement involving less than N − 1 particles may appear in different partitions of the N particles). For example, for a state of two particles 1 and 2, there is only one partition (1)(2), and the entanglement between (1) and (2) is the only entanglement possessed by the given state. For a state of three particles 1, 2 and 3, the different partitions are bi-partite ones (1)(23), (2)(13) and (3)(12), and tri-partite one (1)(2)(3). In the bi-partition, say, (1)(23), there is entanglement between (1) and (23) and entanglement within (23), which is just that between (2) and (3). Both entanglements are bipartite. In the partition (1)(2)(3), the only entanglement is that among all the three particles, which, as will be discussed below, is the true tri-particle entanglement in this tri-particle state.
Among all these entanglements, a special one is that among all the N particles concerned.
By "among all", we mean that in defining the entanglement, the set of particle sets is composed of all these N particles, and each particle set is one particle, i.e. the entanglement of (1)(2) · · · (N). This entanglement is covered by a natural formulation of the LOCC nonincreasing principle for an arbitrary N:
LOCC non-increasing principle--For a N-particle state, the entanglement among all the N particles is invariant under local unitary transformations and is LOCC non-increasing, where the LOCC is defined for all these N particles.
Like in the case of N = 2, the principle may be regarded as a requirement for a sensible measure, and it can be satisfied by certain distance measures, notably the relative entropy [9] .
Here we stress that both the entanglement and LOCC are defined for all the particles, not less and not more.
Because a N-GHZ state possesses the entanglement among all the N particles, the above principle simply leads to a negative answer to the first question in the introduction.
In defining LOCC, the set of local parties needs to be specified. Similarly, in defining GLOCC, the set of generalized parties needs to be specified. With the association of an entanglement with each set of sets of particles, the above principle implies the following generalizations.
Proposition 5--A generalized local unitary transformation on a generalized party does not change the entanglements among any set of generalized parties one of which is this generalized party, and does not change the entanglements among any other generalized parties, none of which includes any local party involved in this generalized local unitary transformation.
Proposition 6--GLOCC among a set of generalized parties does not increase the entanglements among all of these generalized parties.
More interesting results may be obtained when one considers Proposition 3 that LOCC is a special case of GLOCC with respect to any partition. This bears some resemblance with the idea of renormalization group. LOCC is a fixed point, among all kinds of GLOCC, under any partition. Proposition 3 and Proposition 6 imply Proposition 7--LOCC on a multiparticle state does not increase any entanglement involving all the particles.
By "involving", we mean any entanglement of any set of parts which are composed of all these particles. For each partition of all the particles, there is such a entanglement.
The entanglement among all these particles is only a special example of the entanglements involving all these particles. Proposition 7 implies
Proposition 8--Any entanglement involving all the particles is conserved in a reversible LOCC process, defined for all these concerned particles.
This allows us to draw the conclusion that Proposition 9--Any N-partite state with entanglements involving all these N parties cannot be converted by using LOCC, in a reversible and asymptotic fashion, to any tensor product of states with only entanglements of less than N parties.
The negative answer to the first question in the introduction is only a special case of Proposition 9.
In [12] , it was noted that there exists the so-called true N-partite entanglement in the sense that there are N-party states which cannot be transformed by using LOCC, in an asymptotically reversible way, into states in which only k < N parties are entangled.
Proposition 9 implies that a true N-particle entanglement in a N-particle state is just an entanglement involving all the N particles. Confirmation on this and more about the true entanglements will be found out later using a specific measure.
So far we have not yet specified any entanglement measure. Propositions 5 to 9 are consequences of the LOCC non-increasing principle as stated above, together with the abovedescribed idea resembling renormalization group. However, the principle must be held for a sensible measure, e.g. an appropriately defined relative entropy. Therefore we can use it to address the second question in the introduction. Here we consider any multiparticle state, not necessarily a pure state.
Theorem 1--For a N-particle state (N > 2), the repertoire of all kinds of GHZ-like states [15] , each involving a set of local parties, is in general not a LOCC reversible entanglement generating set.
Proof--For N = 2, there is only one partition, with one particle as one part, so there is only one entanglement in a given state. For N > 2, each set of at least two sets of particles is associated with an entanglement. For the purpose of proving this Theorem, it suffices to consider the entanglements involving all the N particles, i.e. true N-particle entanglements. Proposition 8 tells that each of these entanglement is conserved in reversible LOCC processes, and is thus characterized by a quantity. What is each of these quantities and what are the relations among them depend on the state. Proposition 9 tells that these entanglements would be represented by copies of the N-GHZ state in the presumed set of GHZ-like states, as the LOCC reversible entanglement generating set. However, a GHZ-like state is highly degenerate, in the sense that characterizations of many different entanglements within it are equal. This degeneracy is a state-dependent property. One can see that all the true N-particle entanglements in a N-GHZ state are equal. Consider, for example, bipartite entanglements between a subset of particles and the rest of these N particles, which are true N-particle entanglements. There are 2 N −1 − 1 different ways of partitioning these N particle to two parts, hence in general 2 N −1 − 1 quantities are needed to characterize these different bi-partite entanglements. For a N-GHZ state, however, all these quantities, known to be the von Neumann entropies of the reduced density matrices, are equal. This conflicts Proposition 8 unless N = 2, in which case there is only one partition. Therefore for any N > 2, the repertoire of all kinds of GHZ-like states is in general not a reversible LOCC entanglement generating set for a N-particle state. Q.E.D.
Later on we shall have a stronger support of this result in the case of a multiparticle pure state when one considers all entanglements in it.
Now we consider entanglement measures. One can measure each different entanglement in a state, pure or mixed, by asking how many copies of one kind of standard state, e.g. a generalized GHZ-like state [16] , shared by the corresponding set of generalized parties, can be distilled from how many copies of the concerned N-particle state, by using the corresponding GLOCC among these generalized parties. This notion is a generalization of the entanglement of distillation. More justifications that this is a good entanglement measure will come out below.
We can also define a generalized relative entropy of entanglement for each set of parts.
It satisfies the LOCC non-increasing principle. The set of disentangled states used in the definition of the relative entropy is that of the corresponding set of parts. Consider n particles in a N-particle state (n ≤ N). The generalized relative entropy of entanglement among the parts (1 1 · · · 1 n 1 ), (2 1 · · · 2 n 2 ), · · ·, and (m 1 , · · · , m nm ), where n 1 + · · · + n m = n ≤ N, is defined as E(ρ) = Min σ T r(ρ ln ρ − ρ ln σ), where ρ is the density matrix of (1 · · · n). In general, the separable density matrix σ is of the form
where s denotes the partition of the m parts further to various sets of parts, which are numbered as α s , i s is the decomposition, σ This classification of various separable states is based on the ideas above, and has not been suggested previously. Take a 3-particle system (123) as an example. In defining the generalized relative entropy of entanglement for the entanglement among all of (1), (2) and (3), σ is of the form
For the entanglement between (12) and (3), σ is of the form
i .
For the entanglement between (1) and (2), σ is of the form
In a 4-particle system (1234), for the entanglement among (12)(3)(4), σ is of the form
As noted in [12] , an entanglement involving only a part of the particles can be increased under LOCC defined for all the particles, however, one has the following theorem.
Theorem 2-For a multiparticle pure state, the generalized relative entropy of entanglement of each set of at least two sets of particles, as defined above, is conserved in a reversible LOCC process.
In [12], a proof was given for a 3-partite pure state based on the relative entropy of bipartite entanglement, then it was remarked that the conservation in reversible transformations must also be held if one considers the separable states, used in defining the relative entropy, to be mixtures of pure states with any given partitioning of all the parties. Here we detail a consideration for a general relative entropy of entanglement as defined above.
Consider a N-particle pure state of particles (1 · · · N), whose density matrix is ρ. The state of a subsystem, say, particles (n + 1 · · · N), is ρ 2 = T r 1···n ρ, while the state of the complementary subsystem, (1 · · · n), is ρ 1 = T r n+1···n ρ. Then ρ 2 can be decomposed according to a measurement on a particle among (1 · · · n), as a generalization of Alice in [12] . Conversely ρ 1 can be decomposed according to a measurement on a particle among (n + 1 · · · N), as a generalization of Bob in [12] . Then consider the generalized relative entropy of entanglement of a set of generalized parties. Based on Proposition 7, one can find that the proof for the case of three parties can be extended to the generalized case, and thus obtain for a reversible LOCC process,
where E s denotes the generalized relative entropy of entanglement with respect to partition s, S is the von Neumann entropy. This implies that for a multiparticle pure state, on average the entanglement among each set of at least two sets of particles, as measured by the corresponding generalized relative entropy of entanglement, is conserved in a reversible LOCC process.
We note that Theorem 2 implies
Corollary 2.1-Use the generalized relative entropy of entanglement as the measure. For a multiparticle pure state, an entanglement, involving any part of these particles, cannot be transformed into any another entanglement in a LOCC reversible process, and thus each entanglement is characterized by a quantity.
Note that this does not contradict the situation that there may be functional relations between different entanglements, which, however, depend on the state. That each entanglement needs a quantity to characterize is also consistent with our definition of generalized entanglements of distillation, where a different generalized GHZ-like state and a different GLOCC is used for each entanglement.
One may consider how the density matrix of a subsystem evolves under LOCC on the total multiparticle state. LOCC on a multiparticle state can be represented as [10] 
, where A is the concerned subsystem, B is the complementary subsystem. Thus
Without using a detailed measure, we have known, as derived from the LOCC nonincreasing principle, that a true N-particle entanglement in a N-particle state is just an entanglement involving all the N particles. Now using the generalized relative entropy of entanglement, we note that Theorem 2 implies Corollary 2.2--Consider n ≤ N particles in a N-particle pure state. For each partition of these n particles, there can be a true n-particle entanglement, which is just the one among all the corresponding parts of the concerned n particles.
A true N-particle entanglement in a N-particle state is non-increasing under LOCC defined for these N particles. Moreover, a true n-particle entanglement, among n ≤ N particles in a N-particle pure state, is conserved in a reversible process of LOCC defined forall the N particles.
If a N-particle state possesses only true N-particle entanglements, then there is no entanglement shared only by a proper subset of the parts, i.e. involving less than N particles.
A simple example of a N-particle state which contains only true N-particle entanglements is N-particle Schmidt decomposable pure state, i c i |s these quantities and what are the relations among them depend on the state. Consider n-particle true entanglements among n of these N particles. Because of Theorem 2 and the Corollaries, they would be represented by copies of the n-GHZ state in the presumed set of GHZ-like states, as the LOCC reversible entanglement generating set. Consider, for example, bipartite entanglements within these n particles. There are 2 n−1 − 1 different ways of partitioning these n particle to two parts, hence in general 2 n−1 − 1 quantities are needed to characterize different bi-partite entanglements within these n particles. For a n-GHZ state, however, all these quantities are equal. In general, for a n-GHZ state, symmetry between different particles implies degeneracy of entanglement, meaning the equality in the amounts of the entanglements among the parts, for different partitions in which there are same number of particles in each part, respectively. Therefore for a N-particle pure state, with N > 2, in general entanglement among any n of the N particles cannot be represented by a corresponding n-GHZ state in a presumed set of GHZ-like states as the LOCC reversible entanglement generating set.
Finally we give a generalization of Theorem 1 in [10] . Proof--LOCC equivalence implies that each subsystem has a same entropy for these two states. Therefore Theorem 3 tells that they are either equivalent under the generalized local unitary transformations, or GLOCC incomparable, with respect to any partition. Since LOCC is a special case of any GLOCC, these two LOCC equivalent states can only be equivalent under the generalized local unitary transformations with respect to any partition.
Q.E.D.
To summarize, based on previous works, we have made some general discussions on the entanglements possessed by a multiparticle state. We associate an entanglement with each different set of at least two sets of particles. The notion of local operation is extended to generalized local operation, which involves a proper subset of local parties, which we call generalized party. Generalized LOCC (GLOCC) can be defined for each set of generalized parties. LOCC, among all kinds of GLOCC, is a fixed point under any partition. For each partition, there is an entanglement among all the parts, and there are entanglements within each part. Without resorting to a detailed measure, various conclusions can be drawn from the LOCC non-increasing principle appropriately formulated for an arbitrary number of particles: the entanglement among all the particles is invariant under local unitary transformations and is LOCC non-increasing, where LOCC is defined for all these particles.
From this, together with the idea that LOCC is a special case of any GLOCC, one knows that the so-called true N-partite entanglement in a N-partite state, in the sense that it is not LOCC equivalent to any tensor product of states in which only less than N parties are entangled, is just an entanglement involving all the N parties. One is also led to the conclusions that N-GHZ state cannot be converted by using LOCC, in an asymptotically reversible fashion, to a repertoire of all the k-GHZ states, for all k < N; and in general a Nparticle state cannot be converted by using LOCC, in an asymptotically reversible fashion, to a finite repertoire of all the k-GHZ states, for all k ≤ N. Then we propose that one can measure the entanglements in a multiparticle state by determining how many copies of one generalized GHZ-like state [16] , shared by a set of generalized parties, can be distilled from how many copies of the concerned multiparticle state, by using the corresponding GLOCC.
Therefore different GLOCC are used in measuring different entanglements in a state. We also make a detailed definition of the relative entropy of entanglement for each set of at least two sets of particles. Using this measure, one knows that each entanglement in a multiparticle pure state is on average conserved in a reversible LOCC process, according to a result in [12] . Based on this, we note that for a N-particle pure state, each entanglement needs a quantity to characterize, and that there is a different true n-particle entanglement for each partition of these n particles, for any n ≤ N. This gives stronger support for the negative answers to both questions in the introduction. Instead of GHZ-like states, one needs to use generalized GHZ-like states [16] , which only possesses the true entanglements among the corresponding parts, as the reference states (or standard units) for various entanglements in a given state, respectively. Finally as a generalization of a previous result [10] , it is noted that if two N-particle pure states are LOCC equivalent, then they are equivalent under any generalized local unitary operation.
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